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We present anab initio three-dimensional quantum study of the coherent control of high-order harmonic
generation~HHG! processes in intense pulsed laser fields by means of the genetic algorithm optimization of the
laser-pulse amplitude and phase. Accurate time-dependent wavefunction and HHG power spectrum are ob-
tained by the time-dependent generalized pseudospectral method and wavelet transform is used to obtain the
dynamical phase associated with the dipole-emission time profile. It is shown that ‘‘intra-atomic’’ dynamical
phase matching on the sub-optical cycle, attosecond, time scale can be achieved, leading to nearly perfect
constructive interference between different returning electronic wave packets and marked improvement in both
emission intensity and purity of a given harmonic order.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.021403 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 32.80.Qk, 42.65.Ky, 32.80.Wrla
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isThe study of coherent control of atomic and molecu
processes is a subject of much current interest in science
technology@1#. In particular, temporally shaped ultrasho
laser pulses have been successfully used to design w
defined wave packets@2#, and to control multiphoton absorp
tion @3# and chemical reactions@4#, etc. In the area of the
interaction of atoms with intense-laser-pulse, high-order h
monic generation~HHG! of orders as high as 300 has be
observed@5,6#, with photon energies in excess of 500 eV.
novel concept of ‘‘intra-atomic’’ phase matching has be
recently introduced, allowing the enhancement of the int
sity of a specific high harmonic@7#. It is shown that by
carefully tailoring the shape of the temporal profile of t
driving laser pulse, one can control the time evolution of
electron response to the intense laser field on a sub-opt
cycle, attosecond time scale@7#. A semiclassical model@8,9#
is used to interpret these results in terms of the construc
interference in the frequency domain between different e
tron trajectories@10#, but the effect of atomic structure is no
considered.
In this Rapid Communication, we present a fullyab initio
quantum treatment of the coherent control and enhancem
of high-harmonic emission by means of the genetic al
rithm ~GA! optimization @11# of the laser-pulse shape an
intra-atomic phase matching. We show that by combining
GA search algorithm and accurate quantum solution of
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, an optimal laser-puls
field can be identified, allowing the enhancement of a giv
high-harmonic intensity by at least one order of magnitu
Moreover, the study provides physical insights regarding
role of thequantum dynamical phaseof the dipole-emission
time profile for the coherent control of intra-atomic pha
matching, taking into account the effect of atomic structu
We consider the optimization of the HHG intensity
atomic H driven by intense linearly polarized~LP! ultrashort
laser pulsed fields. We first outline the procedure for
numerical solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, i ]/]tC(t)5H(t)C(t), whereH(t)5H01V(t). H0 is
the unperturbed Hamiltonian andV(t) is the coupling of the
electron with the laser pulse:V(t)52Re@e(t)#z, wheree(t)
is the electric field. The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-1050-2947/2001/64~2!/021403~4!/$20.00 64 0214r
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tion is solved accurately and efficiently by thetime-
dependent generalized pseudospectral~TDGPS! method re-
cently developed@12#. The radial coordinate is discretized b
the generalized pseudospectral technique@13#, allowing non-
uniform spatial grid spacing: a denser mesh near the or
and a sparser mesh for the outer regime. The time prop
tion of the wave function is achieved by the second-or
split-operator method in thenergyrepresentation@12#. As
demonstrated in our recent studies of both strong-field H
processes of atomic H@12,14#, rare-gas atoms@15#, and H2
@16#, as well as Rydberg-atom high-resolution spectrosco
@17#, the TDGPS procedure is capable of providing a hig
precision time-dependent wave function and is computati
ally more efficient than the conventional time-depend
techniques usingequal-spacinggrid discretization. The uni-
tarity of the wave function is preserved in the TDGPS p
cedure. The energy~520.500 000 000 000 0 a.u.! and the
norm of the field-free ground-state wave function is p
served to at least ten digits of accuracy during the whole t
propagation.
Figure 1 shows the HHG power spectrumud(v)u2 of
atomic H driven by 800 nm, Gaussian laser pulse with pu
length 10 fs and laser intensity 231014 W/cm2, obtained by
the Fourier transform of the induced dipole and dipole acc
ration @12#, respectively. Excellent agreement of the tw
spectra is obtained from the lowest harmonic to the cut
indicating full convergence of the time-dependent wa
functions. The power spectrum shows the typical sharp
cline of the harmonic intensity for the first few harmonic
then a plateau consisting of a number of harmonics of sim
intensity, followed by a cutoff. As seen in Fig. 1, the fe
harmonic peaks near the cutoff are structureless, while
harmonics in the plateau below the cutoff, they poss
multiple-peak fine structures. As shown in our recent tim
frequency analysis of the HHG power spectrum of H@14#
and H2 @16#, these fine structures carry significant inform
tion regarding the HHG mechanisms in different harmo
regimes.
Figure 2 shows the dipole-emission time profile of a ty
cal harmonic below the cutoff, the 27th harmonic in th©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 021403~R!case, obtained by the wavelet transform of the induced
pole d(t) ~or dipole acceleration! @14,16,18#,
Aw~ t0 ,v!5E d~ t !wt0 ,v~ t !dt[dv~ t !, ~1!
where wt0 ,v(t)5AvW„v(t2t0)… is the wavelet kernel. In
our study, we choose the Morlet waveletW(x)
5(1/t)eixe2x
2/2t2 as the mother wavelet@14,18#. Since the
27th harmonic peak has a multiplet structure, we pres
only the results for the two main subpeaks labeled ‘‘1’’ a
‘‘2.’’ As shown, their dipole time profilesdv(t) nearly coin-
cide. This indicates thatall the harmonic subpeaks within
given plateau harmonic are produced by the same mec
FIG. 1. The HHG power spectrum of a H atom in a 10 fs, 800
nm, Gaussian-pulse-shape laser field with peak intensity
31014 W/cm2. Both the length form~solid line! and acceleration
form ~dotted line! power spectra are shown for comparison.
FIG. 2. The dipole-emission time profiles of the subpeaks~la-
beled ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ ! of H27: solid line – subpeak ‘‘1’’; dashed line
– subpeak ‘‘2.’’ The dynamical phasesu(tq), corresponding to
those ‘‘peak’’ emission timestq , are shown as open circles an
black dots for the dipole time profiles of the subpeak 1 and
respectively. The laser parameters are the same as those in F02140i-
nt
a-
nism, namely, they are produced by the interference in ti
of the bremsstrahlung radiations emitted from all the retu
ing electronic wave packets within the incident laser-pu
duration @14,16#. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the ‘‘dynamica
phases’’u(tq) of the dipole-emission time profiledv(t) ~de-
noted by black dots and open circles for the case of 1 an
subpeak, respectively!, corresponding to the ‘‘peak’’ emis
sion timestq , i.e., those instants where the maxima ofd(t)
occur: dv(tq)5udv(tq)ue2 iS(tq), where S(tq)5vtq1u(tq).
These instants may be semiclassically interpreted as
electron-ion recollision times. Figure 2 shows that the d
namical phase varies rather rapidly with time and spans
whole range of values, between 0 and 2p, leading to both
constructive and destructive interference of the dipole em
sion in different times. To enhance the light emission inte
sity for any given harmonic, it is thus essential to cont
these dynamical phases on a sub-optical-cycle time sca
achieve the optimal intra-atomic~dynamical! phase match-
ing. We show below that this can be accomplished by
genetic algorithm optimization procedure.
Genetic algorithm has become a popular approach for
timization @11#. It simulates the natural selection, whe
stronger individuals are the likely survivors in a challengi
environment. The fundamental unit of genetic information
a living cell is the gene. It determines or affects a sing
character or visible property, for example, eye color. It co
prises a segment of DNA, which is packed into structu
calledchromosomes. The genetic information in the chromo
somes of the children are altered compared to their par
by genetic operators such ascrossoverandrandom mutation.
Crossover exchanges corresponding genetic material f
the chromosomes of the parents, allowing beneficial ge
on different parents to be combined in their children. Ra
dom mutation provides background variation and occasi
ally introduces beneficial material into a species’ chrom
somes. GA uses a direct analogy of such natural evolut
GA presumes that the potential solution of any problem is
individual and can be represented by a set of parame
These parameters are regarded as the genes of a chr
some. A value, generally known as afitnessvalue, is used to
reflect the degree of ‘‘goodness’’ of the chromosome for
problem. Some individuals are selected out to reproduce
cording to certain rules. Genetic operators are applied to
tain the genes of chromosomes of the next generation.
iteration of evaluating the fitness value, selecting the pare
and applying the genetic operators goes on until conver
solution is obtained.
The GA scheme we use resembles the evolutionary s
egy used in the recent experiment@7# and the semiclassica
model analysis@10#, but the calculation of the fitness is com
pletely different. The procedure starts with a Gaussian pu
of 10 fs duration and peak intensity 231014 W/cm2 and
wavelength 800 nm, which interacts with atomic H,
shown in Fig. 1. Following a similar procedure used in t
recent experiment@7#, we consider the action of a phase-on
pulse shaper@19#, and transform the laser pulse into the spe
tral domain. Thus starting from a Fourier-transform-limite
Gaussian pulse laser field,
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2t2/t2eiv0t, ~2!
whereE0 is the peak field amplitude,v0 is the angular fre-
quency of 800 nm laser, andt is related to the pulse dura
tion. The field is transformed into spectral domain throu
Fourier transform, and the resulting pulse spectrumE(v) is
discretized into n equal spacing~in v) sample points
$E(v j )%, j 51,2, . . . ,n, centered aroundv0, called the
‘‘control knobs.’’ By adjusting only the phasew j of the laser
pulse in the spectral domain, the pulse energy is conser
but the amplitude and phase of the laser pulse in the t
domain will be modified:
e~ t !5
1
2p (j 51
n
E~v j !e
2 iw jeiv j tDv j . ~3!
Here w j , j 51, . . . ,n (0<w j<2p), are to be optimized
through the genetic algorithm. We use the following GA a
proach. Starting with a population (m520) of candidate
pulses, whose sets ofw j ’s are randomly selected, we solv
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equations of H atom in thes
laser fields. Using the HHG power spectrum at the cho
harmonic and the nearby harmonics as the criteria of fitn
a fraction of the population, namely, themf fittest individu-
als, is selected as parents. Since our purpose is to enh
H27 intensity and simultaneously suppress the enhancem
of H25 and H29 intensities, we define the fitness function
f 5( aj2( al2( ak , ~4!
wherej ,l ,k label the pixels within 0.5v0 centered around the
25th, 27th, and 29th harmonic, respectively, andai
5ud(v i)u2 is the HHG power spectrum intensity at fre
quencyv i . mf(54) individuals with the best fitness value
are selected as parents. The reproducing is performed as
lows: each parent pulse produces several children pu
whose sets ofw j ’s are slightly modified compared to the
parent bynonuniform mutationprocedure@20# with maxi-
mum number of iterations set to be 50. A new generation
candidate pulses are thus formed. The process of evalua
the fitness of each individual, selecting the parents, and
forming the mutation repeats, until converged (uD f u
,0.001) and optimized value of the fitness function
achieved. The magnitude of mutation decreases with incr
ing iteration number to facilitate fine tune and convergen
Typically 30–40 genetic iterations are sufficient to achie
the convergence.
The comparison of the optimized and the original HH
power spectra is shown in Fig. 3~a!. We see that after the
optimization, the H27 peak is more than one order of m
nitude enhanced, and in addition, its spectral purity is ma
edly improved. Figure 3~b! shows the comparison of th
laser-pulse shape in the time domain before and after
optimization. Also shown is the phase values of the op
mized laser fields.~The initial laser phases before optimiz
tion are taken to be zero for the whole Gaussian pulse.! W
see that the optimized laser shape has a slightly smaller
amplitude and asymmetric shape and its peak field positio02140h
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slightly shifted from the initial central location. The opt
mized pulse also has relatively longer tails in both ends w
some small structure~not shown!. The corresponding phas
values show larger modification, similar to the behavior se
in the experimental optimization@7#. However, as shown in
Fig. 2, the major time domain contributing to the total ha
monic intensity is the central part of the laser pulse w
significant field intensity~for example, between24 to 14
optical cycles!. Beyond this central time regime, the ha
monic emission intensity is negligibly small. Thus, a sm
modification of the laser-pulse shape and the correspon
phases in the central pulse regime can lead to rather dram
changes and improvement of the harmonic radiation ge
FIG. 3. ~a! Optimization of the 27th harmonic in atomic H. Th
harmonic peak is enhanced by over an order of magnitude. H
monic power spectra before and after optimization are shown
dotted and solid lines, respectively.~b! Comparison of the laser
pulse shape before~dotted line! and after~solid line! optimization.
Also shown is the phase of the optimized pulse~dashed line!. ~c!
Time-dependent electric field before~dotted line! and after~solid
line! optimization.3-3
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XI CHU AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 021403~R!ated. Figure 3~c! shows comparison of the time-depende
electric field before and after the optimization.
Figure 4 shows the dipole-emission time profile and
corresponding dynamical phases of the 27th harmonic a
the optimization. We see that the dynamical phases are
nearly uniform for all the peak emission timestq , as op-
posed to the rather random behavior shown in Fig. 2 for
case before optimization. Thus, the modified laser-pulse fi
FIG. 4. The dipole-emission time profile of the 27th harmon
after optimization. The dynamical phases corresponding to th
‘‘peak’’ emission timestq are shown as black dots.a,
C.
P.
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shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! allows nearly perfect construc
tive interference in time of all the bremsstrahlung radiati
emitted from the returning electronic wave packets with
the driving laser-pulse duration, leading to significant im
provement of both H27 peak intensity and the harmonic
rity as seen in Fig. 3~a!. In contrast, for the neighboring
harmonics H25 and H29, our calculations show that th
dynamical phases remain to be randomly distributed.
In conclusion, we have presented a fullyab initio quan-
tum study of the coherent control of the HHG processes
means of both genetic algorithm and wavelet transform te
niques. It is shown that the dynamical phases of the dipo
emission time profiles play a key role in the optimizatio
process. The use of wavelet transform and accurate solu
of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation allow the deter
mination of such important quantum dynamical phase inf
mation, taking into account the effect of atomic structure.
optimizing this intra-atomic phase matching and the las
pulse shape on the suboptical cycle time scale through
genetic algorithm, both the intensity and purity of a spec
harmonic can be significantly improved. Extension of t
procedure to the study of coherent control of more comp
atoms and molecules is in progress.
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